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Abstract— Relocation of information from change 

frameworks/manual tasks to the new framework will 

incorporate distinguishing proof of statistics motion 

necessities, amassing and relocation of consumer 

information, accumulation and relocation of ace facts, 

shutting or movement of open exchanges, collecting and 

movement of narrative information, and relocation of 

statistics from the inheritance frameworks. The SI will play 

out the records digitization and movement from guide as well 

as the modern frameworks to the brand new framework. The 

Data digitization and movement to be performed by using the 

SI will be long gone before via an appropriate statistics 

relocation wants evaluation which includes records great 

evaluation. The notion of RSA relies upon on the way that it's 

far tough to factorize an expansive entire quantity. The open 

key incorporates of numbers where one range is 

augmentation of substantial top numbers. What's greater, 

non-public key is likewise gotten from a comparable two high 

numbers. So at the off hazard that an individual can factorize 

the big wide assortment, the personal thriller is undermined. 

Therefore encryption extraordinary genuinely lies at the 

important element length and at the off threat that we twofold 

or triple the key duration, the splendid of encryption 

augments exponentially. RSA keys is probably usually 1024 

or 2048 bits in period, but execs accept as true with that 1024 

piece keys could be broken swiftly. In any case, until now it's 

miles by methods for all duties an infeasible endeavor. 

Key words: RSA, Public Key Cryptography, Public Key, 

Private Key, Prime Number 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is an as of overdue advanced figuring 

diction or precedent reliant on programming and utilization 

of apportioned registering. Appropriated processing 

accommodates of passing on social affairs of far off servers 

and programming systems that license blanketed actualities 

gathering and online access to PC corporations or property. 

Probably exact open, character or go breed. Conveyed 

figuring, or in drastically less convoluted shorthand truly the 

cloud, moreover fixates on improving the reasonability of the 

no longer sudden resources. Cloud belongings are usually 

imparted to the guide of various clients notwithstanding 

intensely reallocated in response to popular call for. This cans 

paintings for meting out things to clients. For instance, a 

cloud PC workplace that serves European clients in the midst 

of European enterprise endeavor hours with a selected 

application (e.g., e mail) can also moreover reallocate 

practically same blessings for serve North American clients 

in the midst of North America's business hours with a 

exchange utility (e.g., a web server)  

 RSA is a computation for open key cryptography, 

contains an open key and a non public key. The tremendous 

open keys are mechanically respected to every individual and 

are utilized for scrambling messages. Messages encoded with 

the all inclusive network key will definitely be unscrambled 

abuse the interesting key. Client statistics unite encryption 

earlier than confine, shopper affirmation good judgment 

earlier than restriction or recuperating, and growing calm 

channels for actualities transmission. RSA crypto 

frameworks understand the houses of the multiplicative 

hemimorphy encryption. Ronald Rivets, Adi Shamir and 

Leonard Adelman have predicted the RSA estimation and 

named after its creators. The RSA figuring is the opportunity 

of a cryptosystem a collection of cryptographic estimations 

which may be used for unequivocal protection corporations 

or capacities which enables open key encryption and is 

commonly used to verify sensitive records, particularly at the 

same time as it's miles being dispatched over a flimsy 

framework, as an example, the web. RSA security depends 

upon on the computational inconvenience of considering 

large complete numbers. As figuring electricity increases and 

routinely feasible thinking about estimations are watched, the 

opportunity to segment greater and extra numbers moreover 

augments. RSA is a strong encryption figuring that has stood 

a partial initial of time. RSA executes an open key 

cryptosystem that lets in secure correspondences and 

programmed imprints, and its safety lays to a forced amount 

on the hassle of figuring big numbers. The makers upheld 

everyone to big commercial enterprise to interrupt their code, 

regardless of whether or no longer by way of utilizing 

factorization techniques or something extraordinary, and 

nobody up to now seems to have succeeded. This has in fact 

affirmed RSA, and could keep up on making certain its 

insurance for something time allotment that it stands the 

initial of time in opposition to such smash ins. At the time, 

the RSA encryption depictions gave off an impression of 

being the vital reputable open door for an equipment passage 

single course stage, however at this aspect, others 

unmistakably exist, for example, those depicted. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Mitigating Man in the Middle Attack over Secure Sockets 

Phishing is a social engineering mechanism to steal the user's 

credentials which are then used for identity theft leading to 

financial benefit. Currently majority of Phishing attacks are 

much unsophisticated as they focus on collecting just the 

credentials and do not try to validate in real time whether the 

received credentials are correct. It is obvious that next 

generation Phishing attacks will, in real time, try to check the 

credentials and also try to exploit the same. It is easy for a 

Phishes to behave as a man-in-the middle (MITM) between 

the user and the targeted site which is being phished. The 

problem with MITM attack is all the heuristics like 

monitoring domain name for special characters, using 
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blacklists, page analysis etc., fail to restrict the Phishes. One 

of the significant literature available in this area i.e., Pwd 

Hash, which is successful for attacks when the user is on a 

URL other than genuine website. In this paper, we have 

proposed and implemented a novel approach to solve MITM 

over SSL which uses the genuine website URL. To tackle 

such attacks we propose hashing the user password with the 

public key of the server's digital certificate. This approach 

beats the MITM, since the MITM receives the hash of the 

original password which cannot be reused. We prove our 

concept with a browser plug in. 

B. Improving the Secure Socket Layer Protocol by 

modifying its Authentication functions 

Secure Socket Layer (SSL) is a cryptographic protocol which 

has been used broadly for making secure connection to a web 

server. SSL relies upon the use of dependent cryptographic 

functions to perform a secure connection. The first function 

is the authentication function which facilitates the client to 

identify the server and vice versa. There have been used, 

several other functions such as encryption and integrity for 

the imbuement of security. The most common cryptographic 

algorithm used for ensuring security is RSA. It still has got 

several security breaches that need to be dealt with. An 

improvement over this has been implemented in this paper. 

In this paper, a modification of RSA has been proposed that 

switches from the domain of integers to the domain of bit 

stuffing to be applied to the first function of SSL that would 

give more secure communication. The introduction of bit 

stuffing will complicate the access to the message even after 

getting the access to the private key. So, it will enhance the 

security which is the inevitable requirement for the design of 

cryptographic protocols for secure communication 

C. The risks of short RSA keys for secure communications 

using SSL 

RSA algorithm is an asymmetric key cryptography. It is a 

block cipher. RSA has stronger security than single key 

cryptography. RSA has a pair of key- a private key a and 

public key. Sender sends the message encrypting it with the 

public key of receiver. Receiver receives the message by 

decrypting it with its private key. RSA provides 

authentication and integrity. So it is used in SSL for key 

exchange. At present 512 bit is considered insecure after the 

implementation of General Field Sieve Number. So in 

reference paper the idea of bit stuffing is introduced. RSA is 

bit stuffed after encryption that means a random number is 

appended to the cipher text and sent. At receiver, stuffed bit 

that is that random number is removed and then the cipher 

text is decrypted. Bit stuffing is suggested as a logic or 

measure to be used instead of increasing the number of bits 

in RSA. Since larger bit numbers will require more time and 

effort for calculation, bit stuffing will save time and effort. In 

this paper, this idea is implemented in hardware. Same 

security as with larger bit number say 1024 can be get in 

almost same time with lesser bit numbers say 512 bits with 

lesser band width requirement. In this paper, improving the 

SSL using modified RSA algorithm, coding is done in 

MATLAB. 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

RSA calculation is a symmetric cryptography algorithm. 

Unbalanced without a doubt means that it takes a shot at 

special keys for instance Open Key and Private Key. As the 

call portrays that the Public Key is given to anyone and 

Private Key is stored non-public. 

A. Algorithm: 

The RSA cryptosystem is the most typically used open key 

cryptography estimation on the planet. It can be used to 

encode a message without the need to change a backbone 

chiller key freely. The RSA estimation is probably used for 

every open key encryption and automated marks. Its security 

depends upon at the difficulty of reasoning about huge 

numbers. Social affair A can send an encoded message to 

birthday joyful celebration B without an before hand of time 

change of spine chiller keys. A affordable makes use of B's 

open key to scramble the message and B unravels it the use 

of the non-public key, which basically he knows. RSA can 

similarly be used to flag a message, so A can flag a message 

the use of their own key and B can test it making usage of 

An's open key. 

IV. RESULT &ANALYSIS 

A. Home page 

 

B. Data owner user registration page: 
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C. Data owner user login page: 

 

D. Data owner home 

 

E. Home  

 

F. All users 

 

G. Files 

 

H. Requested files 

 

I. User home 

 

J. Search files 
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K. Download 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this we've proposed a contraption for confirming the 

correspondence among the buyer and the server in SSL. The 

RSA rely has a couple of vulnerabilities that is most in all 

likelihood manhandled, as such reassuring hacking of the 

computation. Along those strains, there's an hobby for 

imagining safety brought substances for the equal to block the 

mishandled breaks. In this paper, balanced RSA computation 

has been finished which solidifies using bit stuffing. This 

systems being well-known will redesign the security 

considering the fact that the made assortment may not be 

repeated. Moreover, in like way with the repercussions of this 

novel count number, intruders unprejudiced of moving 

towards the non-public may not about probably get to the 

message as information of bit stuffing is just too required 

sooner than getting to the message. Thusly, this overhauled 

the health of the figuring as such broadening its sector of 

trusted getting used. 
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